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The PHP Anthology: Object Oriented PHP Solution, Volume 1SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
A compilation of best practice solutions to common Web Development problems in PHP, focusing on the achievement of practical goals by applying well-structured, object orientated software design principles.
 Volume 1 covers the foundations of PHP including writing portable and reusable code, storing and extracting data from files, manipulating...
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Gamers at Work: Stories Behind the Games People PlayApress, 2012

	For nearly four decades, video games have captured the imaginations and drawn the ire of people around the world. Actors play them. Rappers promote them. Politicians want to control them. Even baseball legends make them. Video games are a cultural crossroads where business, entertainment, and technology converge.

	

	Sales of...
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The ASP.NET 2.0 Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
An ASP.NET 2.0 book that just helps you get things done!
 This book contains a collection of 101 best practice, object oriented solutions that you can easily adapt to your own projects. 

 Coverage includes:
 

	Working with text, numbers, dates & times 
	Accessing data with ADO.NET 
	Form validation...
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The Flash Anthology: Cool Effects and Practical ActionScriptSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2004
Gone are the days when you could satisfy your clients with the creation of simple Flash effects using the timeline. Things have changed… a lot! Basic animated tweens aren’t enough any longer—people expect more now, from scalable and reusable scripted animation, to external data interaction.

The problem for most...
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DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile SystemsSpringer, 2004
DSP for In-Vehicle and Mobile Systems is focused on digital signal processing strategies for improving information access, command and control, and communications for in-vehicle environments. It is expected that the next generation of human-to-vehicle interfaces will incorporate speech, video/image, and wireless communication modalities to provide...
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No Fluff, Just Stuff Anthology (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
Twenty-seven weekends a year, the No Fluff, Just Stuff conference rolls into another town, featuring the world's best technical speakers and writers. Up until now, you had to go to one of the shows to soak up their collective wisdom. Now, you can hold it in the palm of your hand. The No Fluff, Just Stuff Anthology represents topics...
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C Traps and PitfallsAddison Wesley, 1989
C Traps and Pitfalls teaches how the peculiarities of  the C language make it easy for the intended behavior of a program and  the actual behavior of a program to differ. The book's experienced  author, Koenig, follows up with examples and helpful advice on many of  these "pitfalls." Each chapter includes exercises for...
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The CSS3 Anthology: Take Your Sites to New HeightsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		When SitePoint asked me to write the fourth edition of this book, I initially thought
	
		it would take the same format of other editions—adding new techniques, removing
	
		content that had become outdated, and updating solutions to a more modern approach.
	
		As I started to work through the table of contents, however,...
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To Improve Health and Health Care: The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Anthology (Public Health/Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Anthology)Jossey-Bass, 2005
Since 1972, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has been the nation's largest philanthropy devoted exclusively to health. To further its mission of improving the health and health care of all Americans, the Foundation strives to foster innovation, develop ideas, disseminate information, and enable committed people to devote their energies to...
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Major Problems in American History, Volume II: Since 1865 (Major Problems in American History Series)Wadsworth Publishing, 2011

	Designed to encourage critical thinking about history, the MAJOR PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN HISTORY series introduces readers to both primary sources and analytical essays on important topics in U.S. history. This collection serves as a primary anthology for introductory U.S. history, covering the subject's entire chronological span....
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Religions of Tibet in PracticePrinceton Press, 1997

	Religions of Tibet in Practice is a landmark work, the first major anthology on the topic ever produced. It presents a stunning array of works (hagiographies, pilgrimage guides, prayers, accounts of visits to hell, epics, consecration manuals, sermons, and exorcism texts) that together offer an unparalleled view of the realities of...
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The Productive Programmer (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2008
Anyone who develops software for a living needs a proven way to produce it better, faster, and cheaper. The Productive Programmer offers critical timesaving and productivity tools that you can adopt right away, no matter what platform you use. Master developer Neal Ford not only offers advice on the mechanics of productivity-how to work smarter,...
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